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1 Summary

Phonotactics is the study of restrictions on possible sound sequences in a language.1 In any lan-

guage, some phonotactic constraints can be stated without reference to morphology, but many of

the more nuanced phonotactic generalizations do make use of morphosyntactic and lexical infor-

mation. At the most basic level, many languages mark edges of words in some phonological way.

Different phonotactic constraints hold of sounds that belong to the same morpheme as opposed

to sounds that are separated by a morpheme boundary. Different phonotactic constraints may

apply to morphemes of different types (such as roots vs. affixes). There are also correlations be-

tween phonotactic shapes and following certain morphosyntactic and phonological rules, which

may correlate to syntactic category, declension class, or etymological origins.

Approaches to the interaction between phonotactics and morphology address two questions:

how to account for rules that are sensitive to morpheme boundaries and structure, and what is the

status of phonotactic constraints that are associated with only some morphemes. Theories differ

as to how much morphological information phonology is allowed to access. In some theories of

phonology, any reference to the specific identities or subclasses of morphemes would exclude a

rule from the domain of phonology proper. These rules are either part of the morphology or are

not given the status of a rule at all. Other theories allow the phonological grammar to refer to

detailedmorphological and lexical information. Depending on the theory, phonotactic differences

betweenmorphemesmay receive direct explanations or be seen as the residue of historical change
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and not something that constitutes grammatical knowledge in the speaker’s mind.

2 Keywords

phonotactics, morpheme structure constraints, markedness, faithfulness, sublexicon, derived en-

vironment effects, lexical phonology, lexical strata

3 Morphology and phonotactics: Empirical overview

Phonotactic generalizations can apply generally in a language or be specific to morphological

contexts. An example of a generalization that is not morphologically sensitive is the statement

that Samoan has only open (C)V syllables without consonant clusters; this is true of all Samoan

speech. Similarly, in American English, regardless of morphological context, the flap [ɾ] occurs

only between two syllabic sonorants, the second of which is unstressed. But many phonotactic

generalizations require further qualifications, since they apply differentially to morphemes of

different types and are often sensitive toword boundaries, which usually coincidewithmorpheme

boundaries. As observed originally by Trubetzkoy (see §4.1), phonotactic generalizations are a

clue to such boundaries—in other words, they serve a delimitative or demarcative function in

speech.

3.1 Morpheme and word boundary effects

Phonotactic constraints often make special reference to morpheme boundaries (junctures). For

example, in languages with word-internal voicing assimilation, sequences of voiceless and voiced

obstruents may occur only at word boundaries. This is the case in Hungarian: word-internal

sequences agree in voicing (e.g., [ka:d] ‘tub’∼[ka:d-bɒn] ‘in the tub’, [ku:t] ‘well’∼[ku:d-bɒn] ‘in

the well’). Sequences at word edges may disagree, so if [ka:d] is followed by [ku:t], [dk] will not

necessarily assimilate.
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Relatedly, phonotactic patterns may apply differently in underived words as opposed to mor-

phologically complex sequences: for example, in English, nasals assimilate in place of articulation

to the following stops inside morphemes, but at affix boundaries, assimilation may be optional or

even impossible. Thus, morpheme-internal nasal sequences tend to be assimilated: “camp” [mp]

and “bank” [ŋk], but assimilation does not apply in sequences that straddle the suffixal morpheme

boundary in “time-d” [md] or “hang-ed” [ŋd], or across the prefix boundary in “un-canny” ([nk]

possible) and “un-met” ([nm] possible).

In an extreme example of a boundary-sensitive phonotactic pattern, certain segments may

occur only at morpheme boundaries: in Russian, the palatalized voiced fricative [ʒʒʲ] (Jones and

Ward 1969:142) does not occur morpheme-internally but appears where one might expect a con-

sonant cluster followed by a morpheme boundary (compare /doʐdʲ/ →[doʂtʲ] ‘rain’, /doʐdʲ-i / →

[doʒʒʲ-i] ‘rains’, vs. [doʐd-lʲivɨj] ‘rainy’ ) Roots such as *[oʒʒʲip] do not exist. This kind of pattern

is an example of a morphologically derived environment effect (see §4.6).

3.2 Domain-sensitive phonotactic generalizations

Related to boundary effects is the observation that many phonotactic generalizations hold only

within a domain that is determined morphosyntactically. For example, in languages such as

Russian orThai, a word cannot end in a voiced stop. Here, “word”means phonological or prosodic

word, which is coextensive with the morpheme in isolating languages (such asThai) and with the

extended projection of the verb, noun, adjective, or some other syntactic constituent in synthetic

or agglutinating languages.

Morphosyntactic domains also normally delimit the application of rules such as stress as-

signment, vowel harmony, and consonant harmony. In Turkish, for example, stress assignment,

vowel harmony, and syllabification operate over the same morphosyntactically defined domains:

within stems but not across compounds or phonological words (Kabak and Vogel 2001). The as-

piration dissimilation rule known as Grassmann’s Law is also usually restricted to apply within

morphosyntactic domains: in Ancient Greek and Sanskrit, roots cannot contain more than one
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aspirated stop (Steriade 1982). In Ofo, the co-occurrence restriction on aspirated stops holds

within roots as a static constraint but is also enforced by a rule within the phonological word,

e.g., [ˈoskʰa]‘the crane’ + [aˈfʰa] ‘white’ > ‘the white or American egret’ (*oskʰafʰa) (MacEachern

1997:39).

It is very common for phonotactic constraints to apply differently to words with one root

versus compounds—words with more than one root. Thus, in Russian (Gouskova and Roon 2013)

and Polish (Newlin-Łukowicz 2012), as well as many other languages, there is one stress per

phonological word regardless of length unless that word is a compound, in which case a weaker,

secondary stress appears on the left-hand stem of the compound.

(1) Russian: stress in single-root words vs. compounds

kristəl-iz-av-ˈa-t-sə “to crystallize” (single root)

crystal-verbalizer-impf.-conjug.marker-infin.-intrans.

kristˌal-ə-ɡrˈaf-ij-ə “crystallography” (compound)

crystal-compound.linker-graph-noun-nom.sg

(2) Polish: stress in single-root words vs. compounds

banan-ɔv-ˈeɡo “banana-adj” (single root)

banana-adj-gen.masc.sg

banan-ˌɔv-ɔ-arbuz-ˈɔv-ɨ “banana-watermelon” (compound)

banana-adj-compound.linker-watermelon-adj-masc.nom.sg

3.3 Phonotactic differences between morpheme and word types

It is common for phonotactic patterns to differ between roots and affixes (McCarthy and Prince

1994b, Beckman 1998, Urbanczyk 2006). Roots are often subject to a minimal size requirement,

whereas affixes may not be restricted in size or may be restricted to a maximal size requirement

(e.g. “no bigger than a syllable”, McCarthy and Prince 1986, Crowhurst 1991, and others). Thus,

in English, a root cannot be smaller than a heavy syllable (thus, [bɛt] ‘bet’ but not *[bɛ]), while

affixes do not have to be syllabic at all (e.g., non-syllabic consonants in the past tense suffix [-d]
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and plural [-z] alongside the heavy syllable [-ɪŋ] ‘-ing’). Requirements on roots are distinct from

requirements on words: English free function morphemes are at least a syllable but do not have

to be heavy (e.g., the light syllable in [ðə] ‘the’ and the heavy in [wɪθ] ‘with’), although sometimes

they have a heavy allomorph when pronounced under focus or in isolation (Selkirk 1995b).

As documented extensively by Beckman (1998, ch. 4), roots often contain a different (usually

larger) set of segments than affixes—e.g., in Quechua, roots may have ejective, aspirated, and

plain stops (e.g., [pʼ, pʰ, p]), but affixes may ony have plain stops ([p] but not [pʰ, pʼ] (Parker and

Weber 1996, Gallagher 2016). Occasionally, the asymmetry between roots and affixes is in the

other direction; Albright (2004) reports that Lakhota roots cannot contain codas but affixes and

function words can.

Phonotactic patterns may differ for words of different syntactic categories (see Smith 2011

for a detailed overview). The most common type of category difference is between nouns and

verbs: usually, nouns have more phonotactic variety than verbs do. Smith (1998) shows that sev-

eral Japanese dialects allow pitch accent contrasts in nouns but have predictable stress in verbs.

Phonotactic differences between syntactic categories often have a subtle and gradient charac-

ter: thus, in English, stress is semi-predictable overall, but it is more predictable and restricted

in verbs (where it tends to be final) than in nouns, where it tends to be non-final (see, among

others, Chomsky and Halle 1968, Kelly 1992, Burzio 1994, Hayes 1995, Guion et al. 2003, Albright

2008). In a non-stress example, Shona has more vowel co-occurrence possibilities in nouns than

in verbs; verbal affixes display vowel harmony (Fortune 1980, Hayes and Wilson 2008, Gouskova

and Gallagher 2017).

Morphological distinctions such as declension class can align with phonotactic differences

as well. For example, in Russian, noun stems of the 4th declension always end in a palatalized

consonant or the retroflex fricatives [ʐ, ʂ] (e.g., [krofʲ] ‘blood’, [nov-əstʲ] ‘news’ new-nominalizer);

noun stems of other declensions can end in either palatalized or velarized consonants, e.g., the

masculine 2nd declension [ʐɨraf] ‘giraffe’, [ɡostʲ] ‘guest’ (see Timberlake 2004, Steriopolo 2008).

Gender has been shown to correlate with phonotactics in many languages (Köpcke and Zubin
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1984 and others; see LINK TO GENDER/NOUN CLASS ARTICLE). It is quite common also for

morphemes of different etymological origins to follow different phonotactic patterns. Thus, in

English, morpheme- and word-initial [sf] occurs only in Greek loanwords. In Tagalog, [f] occurs

only in loanwords such as [fiesta] ‘feast’ (Zuraw 2006, Jurgec 2012); when affixes are attached to

such words, [f] is replaced with [p] (as in [pam-piesta] ‘feast-instr.’).

3.4 Lexical variation in phonotactics

Divergent phonotactic patterns such as those discussed above can arise from historical change or

through borrowing. When a phonological rule loses its productivity, it can result in a trend to-

ward different distributions of segments and structures among morphemes that used to undergo

a rule as opposed to morphemes that never did. In English, fricatives used to undergo produc-

tive intervocalic voicing, but some of the vowels were lost (for example, the final vowel in “be-

liev<e>”). The once productive alternation turned into a statistical difference between nouns and

verbs, with final voiced fricatives being more frequent in the verbs: “belief/believe”, “half/halve”,

“shelf/shelve”, “a hou[s]e/to hou[z]e”. The difference is not a categorical one, as seen in the nouns

“sieve”, “gauze”, and verbs such as “goof”, “cough”, and “lease”.

Another diacronic source of phonotactic differences between morphosyntactic categories lies

in how the categories are used. For example, if the position of the verb in the language is relatively

fixed but the position of nouns is less rigid, this can result in prosodic differences between verbs

and nouns. As a result of how sentence prosody interacts with word phonology and factors such

as stress clash and lapse avoidance, verbs would have fewer stress possiblities than nouns (Kelly

1992, Smith 2011).

Borrowing from other languages can strengthen existing trends or introduce new morpho-

logically sensitive phonotactic patterns. In the English example of fricative voicing, many of

the verbs that do not follow the historical pattern are borrowed or derived from loanwords (“to

increa[s]e”—Latinate, “to photogra[f]”—Greek, denominal). In other languages, borrowing can

also be a source of phonotactic regularities: for example, in Japanese, the labial fricative [ɸ] is re-
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stricted in the native vocabulary so that it occurs only before [u], but it occurs freely before other

vowels in loanwords (e.g., [ɸoroː] ‘follow-up’, Ito and Mester 1999, Moreton and Amano 1999).

Since languages generally borrow nouns more freely than verbal stems, this kind of borrowing

can over time become a source of noun-verb asymmetries.

When a language borrows words with atypical phonotactics, these words can either be in-

tegrated into the normal morphological system of the language or fail to follow native morpho-

logical patterns. In Japanese, for example, the class of declinable verbs is essentially a closed

one, containing only verbs with native roots. For loanwords in a verbal context, Japanese uses

periphrastic light verb constructions: e.g., [ɡoruɸu] ‘golf’, [ɡoruɸu-o suru] ‘to play golf’ (golf-

acc-do) (Miyamoto 2000). In Russian, most loanword nouns are adapted into the morphological

system in part based their phonological shape: e.g., [ərənɡután] ‘orangutan’ is masculine because

it looks like a masculine stem of class 2, ending in a velarized consonant; [ɡarílə] ‘gorilla’ is bor-

rowed as a feminine because it ends in the same vowel as nominative feminines of class 1. In

the genitive singular, these nouns are [ərənɡután-ə] and [ɡaríl-ɨ], following different declension

patterns. But there is a class of loanword nouns that are borrowed as indeclinable, so [kenɡurú]

‘kangaroo’, [menʲú] ‘menu’, [parí] ‘bet (from French)’ remain the same in all case forms (Corbett

1982). Even though all three trigger neuter agreement, they do not combine with the case suffixes

of neuters, because these stems are phonotactically atypical for that class.

4 Theoretical approaches to morphology-phonotactics interac-

tions

4.1 Trubetzkoy’s early work on the interaction of morphology and phono-

tactics

Grenzsignale (boundary signals). The earliest observations about the interaction between mor-

phology and phonotactics are due to Trubetzkoy (1939). Trubetzkoy notes that languages may
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limit certain sound sequences so that they only occur at morpheme or word boundaries (his pos-

itive Grenzsignale, “positive boundary signals”) or never occur at morpheme/word boundaries

(negative Grenzsignale, “negative boundary signals”). As an example of a positive word bound-

ary signal, Trubetzkoy cites word-initial stress in Finnish. As an example of a negative word

boundary signal, he gives Finnish [ŋ] and [d], which occur only word-internally.

Trubetzkoy distinguishes between individual segments that are positionally restricted and

sequences of such segments; he terms the sequences “group signals”. An example of a sequence

that occurs only at morpheme boundaries would be [kɯ] in Russian: [kɯzbam], /k-izb-am/ ‘to

huts-dative’ must contain a morpheme boundary after [k] because [kɯ] never occurs morpheme-

internally in the language. On the other hand, [kosam] is ambiguous between /k-os-am/ ‘to

wasps-dative’ and /kos-am/ ‘braids-dative’, since the sequence [ko] is not a boundary signal of

any kind. A non-segmental boundary marker that can nonetheless affect the qualities of multiple

segments is fixed stress. The distribution of fixed stress is defined morphosyntactically, with

respect to the edges of words, so it serves a delimitative function in languages that have it.

Trubetzkoy notes that boundary positions are often sites of expanded contrast possibilities—

for example, laryngeal contrast options are greatest in word/morpheme-initial position in lan-

guages such as Thai. Conversely, boundaries can be sites of obligatory contrast neutralization;

for example, in Thai, only plain stops are possible word/morpheme-finally. In Upper Sorbian,

there is an alternation between [x] and [k͡x]; of these, [k͡x] is restricted to morpheme-initial posi-

tion. Subsequent typological work on positional neutralization in Optimality Theory has largely

confirmed Trubetzkoy’s observations (Beckman 1998, Lombardi 1999, Zoll 1998, et seq.). Rel-

evant here is also work on morphonotactics, which identifies some generalizations about cor-

relations between morphological type and phonotactic complexity (Dressler 1985, Dressler and

Dziubalska-Kolaczyk 2006; see also §6 and LINK TO NATURAL MORPHOLOGY ARTICLE).

Differences between languages in the use of boundary signals. Another observation in Tru-

betzkoy’s Gründzuge der Phonologie is that languages vary in how much actual use they make

of boundary signals: for example, Finnish marks boundaries of words well, but not boundaries
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of morphemes, whereas German marks both types of boundaries—although even in German,

not every sequence will be unambiguously segmentable into words just on the basis of bound-

ary signals (see section 5 for experimental and computational studies that confirm Trubetzkoy’s

observations). Somewhat more speculatively, Trubetzkoy suggests that phonotactic differences

between languages may limit loanword borrowing. If a language has done a significant amount of

borrowing despite phonotactic inconsistencies, the usefulness of its boundary signals diminishes

in stylistically mixed contexts, where loanwords are mixed with native vocabulary.

Phonotactic generalizations about the shapes of morphemes. While Trubetzkoy devotes far

more attention to the interaction between phonotactics and morphological boundaries, he also

identifies another important and at the time unstudied area where morphology and phonotactics

intersect: the phonological shapes of morphemes. He points out that in Russian, noun roots

always end in a consonant, and that Semitic verbal roots are for the most part triconsonantal.

This topic of phonological shapes of morphemes has been the subject of fruitful research, from

Prosodic Morphology onward (see section 4.3).

4.2 The Sound Pattern of English

The Sound Pattern of English (SPE, Chomsky and Halle 1968) offers a complete theory of the

interface between morphology and phonology. It accounts for boundary effects by reifying mor-

pheme and word boundaries to the status of representational elements that are available to rules.

It accounts for phonological differences between morphemes and morpheme classes with its dia-

critic theory of exceptionality. It furthermore can capture domain sensitivity of certain rules via

cyclicity, the notion that rules apply in stages to successively larger morphosyntactic domains.

Boundary symbols. The SPE distinguishes between three kinds of boundaries: +, #, and ##.

The # boundary is inserted automatically between morphemes whenever the plus is absent, and

the ## boundary marks edges of words in an utterance. The + boundary is special—it is weaker

than # and associated with morphemes that are lexically listed with it. Rules can refer to these

boundaries as either obligatory or optional context, allowing the theory to capture awide range of
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morphophonological interactions. Rules that obligatorily mention #, for example, serve to phono-

logically demarcate morphosyntactic boundaries—e.g., the Russian rule of word-final devoicing

([koz-u/kos] ‘goat (acc sg.)/(gen. pl.)’, cf. [kos-u/kos] ‘braid (acc. sg.)/(gen.pl.)’) would obligato-

rily apply in the context / #. Rules that optionally mention boundaries would apply across the

board to any string involving two segments, enforcing context-free phonotactic generalizations—

for example, in Korean, any obstruent-nasal sequence becomes nasal-nasal, /p n/ →[m n] (Zsiga

2011), even across word boundaries, so the rule would mention (#) as an optional part of the con-

text. Finally, rules that apply only at some morpheme boundaries would mention + but not #,

and rules that apply except at morpheme boundaries would be stated over segmental contexts

only, with no boundaries in the context. The difference between + and # can be demonstrated on

English nasal assimilation: it applies morpheme-internally and across “weak” boundaries, so its

context is [+nasal](+) [-son]. The prefix “in-” in “incoherent” would be listed as /ɪn+/, whereas

“un-” gets an automatic # and would fail to undergo nasal place assimilation.

The cycle. The cycle is a device for encoding the domain-sensitivity of phonotactic general-

izations. The cycle allows morpheme boundaries to condition the application of certain rules, but

the boundaries can be ignored by other, postcyclic rules because boundaries are eliminated once

the cyclic rules have applied. A classic example of a cyclic rule is stress assignment—in many

languages, stress tracks the morphosyntactic structure of words, and is reconfigured only mini-

mally or not at all in sentences (Liberman and Prince 1977, Selkirk 1995a, Wagner 2010, [INSERT

LINK HERE TO METRICAL STRUCTURE ARTICLE]). Rules such as vowel harmony can also be

formulated cyclically, to capture the observation that harmony often applies inside words but not

across words and not in compounds.

Morpheme structure constraints. Morpheme structure constraints were introduced by Halle

(1959) and elaborated in the Sound Pattern of English. The SPE theory of phonology offers two

kinds of explanation for phonotactic generalizations: first, certain surface sound sequences are

absent because rules systematically eliminate them, and second, certain surface sequences are ab-

sent because they were never there in the underlying representations of morphemes. Morpheme
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structure constraints ensure this latter part, asserting that there are phonotactic generalizations

over underlying representations (URs). In the SPE, the unit of lexical storage is the morpheme,

so constraints on URs are constraints on morphemes.

For example, in the SPE treatment of English [ŋ], it is assumed to always be derived by rule

from an underlying nasal-velar sequence. The UR posited for ‘long’ has /Nɡ/, with the place of

the nasal unspecified, and nasal place assimilation along with non-coronal voiced stop deletion

derive [ŋ]. This assumption explains the alternation between [ɡ] and zero in “lo[ŋ]”/“lo[ŋɡ]er”,

and it also explains the restricted distribution of [ŋ] in English: unlike [m] and [n], it cannot start

a morpheme or form a cluster with [s] (thus, #[sm], #[sn] are attested but *[sŋ] is not). There must

be a constraint on English URs whereby nasals cannot be dorsal, [+nasal] →[+anterior]. Since

[ŋ] does occur in a few morpheme-internal contexts, e.g., [hæŋɚ] ‘hangar’ and [dɪŋi] ‘dinghy’,

Chomsky and Halle posit an abstract velar consonant /x/ following the nasal in the URs of these

words, which deletes after conditioning place assimilation. In this analysis of English, there is a

two-way discrepancy between the segmental inventory of URs and surface representations: /x/

occurs in underlying representations but not on the surface, and [ŋ] occurs on the surface but

not in underlying representations. This illustrates the two mechanisms for deriving phonotac-

tic generalizations in the SPE; the rule component systematically eliminates /x/, and morpheme

structure constraints together with rules derive the restricted distribution of [ŋ].

Morpheme structure constraints play a role in SPE accounts of certain types of derived envi-

ronment effects (see §3.1 and §4.6): if a particular segment or structure occurs only at boundaries,

it is because it is banned from URs or morphemes by these constraints and is only created by rules

in the phonological component. Another, related function of morpheme structure constraints is

to characterize the contrastive inventory of the language, regardless of the inventory of surface

sounds. Thus, in Russian, a language with obstruent voicing assimilation, the voicing contrast is

balanced among stops (e.g., b/p, d/t, ɡ/k), but the affricates [ʦ] and [ʧ] have voiced counterparts

only as allophones. The voiced affricates do not occur in any environments where voiceless ob-

struents are found—they appear only before voiced obstruents, to satisfy the requirement that
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clusters of obstruents agree in voicing:

(3) Russian voicing contrasts and inventory: [ʣ, ʤ] as allophones of [ʦ, ʧ]

V C[+son] C[-voice] C[+voice,-son]

b, d, ɡ ✓ ✓ % ✓

p, t, k ✓ ✓ ✓ %

ʣ, ʤ % % % ✓

ʦ, ʧ ✓ ✓ ✓ %

The only environment where [ʦ] and [ʧ] come into contact with voiced obstruents is at mor-

pheme boundaries: /oteʦ-bɨ/ →[ateʣbɨ] ‘father-irrealis’, /mʲaʧ-ʐe/ → [mʲaʤʐə] ‘ball-discourse

particle’. There is just one loanword exception that cannot be analyzed as containing a morpheme

boundary, [manʲʤʐur] ‘Manchu’; the rest are morphologically complex: [biʤ-bol] ‘beachball’ (cf.

[pianer-bol] ‘Pioneer ball’), /erʦ-ɡerʦoɡ/ → [erʣ-ɡerʦək] ‘archduke’. An SPE-style account of

these facts would exclude the voiced affricates from URs, positing a morpheme structure con-

straint that requires all underlying affricates to be voiceless. A general rule of voicing assimila-

tion would then introduce voiced counterparts to all eligible obstruents. This accounts for the

disparity between what can occur inside morphemes as opposed to at morpheme boundaries.

Morpheme structure constraints explicitly divorce statements about morpheme phonotactics

from alternations, which allows the theory to encode generalizations that hold statically of mor-

phemes but not of morpheme sequences. An example of such a phonotactic generalization comes

from Quechua. If a Quechua morpheme contains more than one dorsal, they must all be uvu-

lar (e.g., [qʰaɴqa] ‘ravine’) or all velar ([kuʎku] ‘type of bird’), but no morpheme can contain a

mix: *[qaŋka]. Mixed velar-uvular sequences are attested across morpheme boundaries, how-

ever: [kʰaska-rqa] ‘he gnawed’ (Wilson and Gallagher to appear). An SPE-style account of this

pattern would posit a morpheme structure redundancy rule that enforces height agreement for

all the dorsals in a morpheme, but no further rules would apply to enforce this generalization at

the level of word phonology, after morphemes have been concatenated.

The lack of connection between alternations and phonotactics in the SPE has sometimes been
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criticized, because there are cases where rules derive the same generalizations as those that hold

statically of morphemes (Clayton 1976, Kisseberth 1970, McCarthy 2002:68–91). For example,

both Russian and Thai allow only one type of stop in word-final position. In Russian, there are

morphophonological alternations between voiced and voiceless stops. InThai, there are no alter-

nations, just a static restriction that voiced stops are not allowed word-finally. In the SPE, these

languages would require two separate mechanisms: Russian has a grammatical rule that applies

in the phonological component, whereas Thai has a morpheme structure constraint in its lexi-

con. Kisseberth’s (1970) original example is a similar situation in a single language, Yawelmani,

where no morpheme appears to have an underlying three-consonant cluster, and when such clus-

ters are created by morpheme concatenation, they are eliminated by various phonological rules.

Kisseberth points out that an SPE account of this pattern involves several rules and a morpheme

structure constraint that are functionally united and encode the same generalization, namely, that

consonant clusters are not allowed. While the SPE allows to simplify formally similar rules, it has

no way to unify functionally related ones, and morpheme structure constraints end up duplicat-

ing some of the generalizations that the phonological rules enforce. While this lack of connection

between rules and permissible morpheme shapes may be a liability in cases like Yawelmani, it

does make for a simpler analysis of patterns such as Quechua dorsal assimilation, where a gen-

eralization holds over morphemes but it is not supported by an alternation. In a theory such as

OT, where all phonotactic generalizations are derived from surface constraints, an analysis of

Quechua would require additional mechanisms (such as a stipulation that the constraint against

dorsal co-occurrence is limited to the domain of a morpheme rather than the phonological word).

4.3 Prosodic Morphology

Prosodic Morphology studies morphological rules and patterns that either impose phonological

regularities or depend on them. Within this theory’s domain are such phenomena as redupli-

cation, templatic truncation, infixation, phonological selectional restrictions/subcategorization,

and phonotactic generalizations about morpheme shapes such as minimal and maximal phono-
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logical size requirements (Broselow and McCarthy 1983, McCarthy and Prince 1986, Mester 1990,

Weeda 1992, McCarthy and Prince 1993b, 1995, Urbanczyk 1996 et seq.). Since these phenom-

ena often implicate units such as syllables and metrical feet, the theory of Prosodic Morphology

introduces a unifying hypothesis about all of these phenomena: the phonological shape or posi-

tioning of certain morphemes is specified in the grammars in terms of prosodic structure. This is

an extension of proposals such as McCarthy (1979) and Marantz (1982), which hypothesize that

the URs of Semitic templates and reduplicative morphemes are specified partially as consisting

of consonants and vowels but lacking in segmental/featural content.

In many languages, reduplicative affixes copy a consonant-vowel sequence from the stem;

e.g., Samoan [no-nofo] ‘sit (pl.)’, cf. [nofo] ‘sit (sg.)’. In a Prosodic Morphology analysis, the

underlying representation for the reduplicant would be an empty syllable, possibly specified as

light, whose content is supplied by a special copying operation. In other languages, the redupli-

cant may be a heavy syllable, or two syllables, in which case the reduplicant is hypothesized to

be a foot or a minimal phonological word. This same unit would be involved in truncation rules,

such as English hypocoristic (nickname) formation: both “Pat” from “Patrick” and “Sue” from

“Susan” are heavy syllables, which also happen to be metrical feet in English.

Under the strong version of Prosodic Morphology theory, the connection between phonolog-

ical units available to the morphology and the structures used in the phonology proper is not

accidental. For example, if a language uses iambic feet in its stress system, then it should also

use iambic feet in its truncation, reduplication (if larger than a syllable), and so on. An even

stronger claim is that certain properties of rules such as infixation, as well as templates, arise

from universal phonological principles (McCarthy and Prince 1994b). For example, it is common

for vowel-initial infixes to be positioned after the first consonant of the stem, as in Tagalog [sulat]

‘write’∼ [sumulat] ‘write (agent focus)’ (French 1988). Prosodic Morphology connects this posi-

tioning to the prohibition on syllables that end in codas. In an Optimality-Theoretic analysis, the

NoCoda constraint is violable, so even if the language does not show evidence of coda avoidance

(Tagalog does not), the constraint can still drive infixation or be part of the explanation for why
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CV is such a common reduplication shape (Steriade 1988,McCarthy and Prince 1993a, 1994a). This

version of Prosodic Morphology does not separate the theory of general language phonotactics

from phonotactic generalizations about morphemes: any differences between language-general

and context-specific generalizations arise from the details of a language’s ranking of universal

constraints such as faithfulness.

While the intuition behind the main proposal is appealing, its empirical foundation has been

challenged. In an extensive survey, Downing (2006) demonstrates that there are many languages

in which the assignment of stress would require an iambic analysis but reduplication or trunca-

tion use a trochaic template, and vice versa. These facts point to the conclusion that it is profitable

to recruit phonological units such as syllables and feet in analyzing prosodic invariance in mor-

pheme shape and morphotactics (see, e.g., McCarthy et al. 2012), but they do not need to be and

indeed sometimes cannot be connected to the language’s other phonological patterns.

4.4 Lexical Phonology and Morphology and Its Descendants

Lexical Phonology and Morphology is a theory of the morphology-phonology interface whereby

morphological and phonological rules are interspersed. Some phonological rules apply before

certain kinds of morpheme concatenation, whereas others apply repeatedly before and after con-

catenation. This allows the theory to explain the differences between morphemes with respect

to stress shift and boundary effects, as well as the resistance of certain morphemes to otherwise

general rules. Phonotactic differences between morphemes are therefore hypothesized to be due

to relatively earlier or relatively later morphological attachment.

Table 1 sketches an example of a Lexical Phonology analysis of phonotactic differences be-

tween morphemes. English nasal place assimilation applies to certain prefixes such as [ɪm-/ɪn-

/ɪŋ] (imperfect, intolerant, incoherent) and [əm-/ən-/əŋ-] (embed, entomb, encode), but not to un-,

which generally either fails to assimilate or does so only in rapid, informal speech (thus, nor-

mally u[nb]ox, not u[mb]ox). Nasal place assimilation holds as a static phonotactic morpheme-

internally, with a few exceptions, but notably also does not apply before past tense suffixes, as
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in [hɛm-d] ‘hemmed’ and [hæŋ-d] ‘hanged’. A Lexical Phonology account would divide these

affixes and the rules that attach them into two levels, Level I (early attachment, including in- and

en-) and Level II (late attachment, including un- and -d). The rule of nasal place assimilation ap-

plies after the Level I prefixes in- and en- are attached, but it is absent at Level II, where un- and -d

are attached. This captures the phonotactic tendency for morpheme-internal sequences to obey

nasal place assimilation but allows for assimilation to not apply at certain morpheme boundaries.

Input /pæNdə/ /pɚfəkt/ /bɑks/ /hɛm/
Level I affixation — ɪn-pɚfəkt — —
Nasal Place Assimilation pændə ɪm-pɚfəkt — —
Level II affixation — ʌn-bɑks hɛm-d
Output [pændə] [ɪm-pɚfəkt] [ʌn-bɑks] [hɛm-d]

“panda” “imperfect” “unbox” “hemmed”

Table 1: A sketch of a Lexical Phonology account of English Nasal Place assimilation (following
Mohanan 1982)

Lexical Phonology distinguishes between lexical and postlexical rules. Lexical rules are phono-

logical rules that apply in the lexicon, interspersed with morphological derivations. Lexical rules

encode phonotactic generalizations that are not fully general in the language—they either hold

of subclasses of morphemes and words (e.g., compounds but not one-root content words) or have

unprincipled exceptions. Postlexical rules apply indiscriminately after all morphological deriva-

tions are completed. From the point of view of general language phonotactics, postlexical rules

enforce generalizations that have no exceptions in the language—for example, certain facts about

English flapping (e.g., no flaps in the onsets of stressed syllables) follow from the postlexical na-

ture of the rule that derives it. In at least some proposals, postlexical rules are associated with

several distinctive characteristics. They are not structure-preserving, which means that they

may derive segments and structures that may be absent from underlying representations. For

example, in a classic SPE-style account of English flapping, the segment is absent from lexical

representations and is always derived by rule. The same may be true of secondary stress in En-

glish, which has a predictable distribution except where it is derived from hypothesized primary

stresses (Benua 1997, Pater 2000, and others). Postlexical rules may also be sensitive to speech
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rate; this would be the explanation for why “unbox” may undergo optional place assimilation in

fast speech.

One of the challenges for Lexical Phonology and Morphology is aligning morphological facts

with the requirements of phonological analyses. Mohanan (1982) observes that the morpholog-

ical derivation of forms such as “ungrammaticality” requires that “-ity”, a Level I suffix, attach

after “un-”, a Level II suffix. The phonological analysis of stress in this word requires that “un-”

attach last. This and other bracketing paradoxes causeMohanan to posit a device calledThe Loop,

which considerably weakens the argument for morphological level ordering (see Pesetsky 1979,

Benua 1997). One of the original reasons for Lexical Phonology’s rise was dissatisfaction with the

SPE’s abstractness: extrinsic rule ordering, arbitrary distinctions between morpheme boundary

types, diacritic exceptionality, and the cycle (see Kiparsky 1972, 1973c,a,b). Lexical Phonology

does not entirely succeed in doing away with all of these devices. Counterarguments against the

global architectural assumptions of Lexical Phonology point out that “lexical words” are not the

right level of representation for either syntactic derivation or accounts of phonological excep-

tionality (Hayes 1990, Marantz 1997, Linzen et al. 2013). Some of these issues are inherited by

Lexical Phonology’s descendant, Stratal Optimality Theory (Rubach 2000, Inkelas and Zoll 2007,

Bermúdez-Otero 2010; see Wolf 2008 for some discussion).

4.5 Lexically indexed constraints and sublexical phonotactics

Lexically indexed constraint theory is a version of Optimality Theory. According to lexically

indexed constraint theory, a language’s constraint hierarchy may include constraints that come

in two or more versions: thus, a faithfulness constraint F can appear as generic FGeneric, violated

by all unfaithful mappings, and a morpheme-specific FSpecific, violated only by those unfaithful

mappings that involve phonological material from specific morphemes. Depending on the pro-

posal, indexation can apply to faithfulness only (Ito and Mester, 1995, Fukazawa et al., 1998) or

to markedness constraints as well (Pater 2000, Flack 2007, Gouskova 2007, Jurgec 2010). There

are also versions of the theory that have at least some generic constraints (Pater 2008, Gouskova
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2012), vs. versions where the constraint in question is split into two or more cloned constraints,

all of which are morpheme-specific (Becker 2009). The limitation to faithfulness constraints is

also espoused in proposals that extend indexation or similar mechanisms to account for stylistic

variation (Coetzee and Pater 2011, Coetzee 2016, though cf. Linzen et al. 2013).

Here is an example of an indexed constraint analysis, applied to English nasal place assimila-

tion. The basic distinction is between morphemes that undergo assimilation and morphemes that

do not: most morphemes have assimilation internally (e.g., bu[mp], -me[nt]), a few affixes show

alternations (for example, “em-bed” [mb] vs. “en-tomb” [nt], “in-tolerant” [nt] vs. “im-perfect”

[mp]), but unassimilated sequences can occur both morpheme-internally (as in “Ca[nb]erra”) and

across certain morpheme boundaries, “un-conscious” [nk], “hang-ed” [ŋd]. An analysis in terms

of specific and general constraints must commit to treating some of these cases as normal and

others as exceptional; since most of the sequences appear to be assimilated, we can take it that the

markedness constraint NasalPlaceAssimilation “assign a violation mark for every nasal that

does not share the place of articulation of the following stop” outranks faithfulness to place of ar-

ticulation, Ident-place. Words like “Canberra” can be treated as exceptions, as can “un-”. Excep-

tions would be placed in a class bearing some diacritic L, and are then indexed to a special faithful-

ness constraint Ident-place-L, violated whenever a segment belonging to an L morpheme is un-

faithful to its place of articulation: Ident-Place-L≫NasalPlaceAssimilation≫Ident-Place.

Since NasalPlaceAssimilation is violated routinely across the past tense suffix boundary and

in compounds (“hang-ed”, “hemm-ed”, “horn-blower”) the analysis could introduce a constraint

that forbids the sharing of place features across prosodic word boundaries (CrispEdge—Ito and

Mester 1994 and others; assuming the past tense suffix is an appendix to the prosodic word).

example agreement? status Representation analysis
bump yes normal (root) [bʌmp] NPA≫Ident-Place
Canberra no exception (root) [kænbəɹəL] Ident-Place-L≫NPA
imperfect yes normal (prefix) [ɪm-pɚfəkt] NPA≫Ident-Place
unconscious no (optional) exception (prefix) [ʌnL-kɑnʃ-əs] Ident-Place-L≫NPA
hemmed no (obligatory) special structure, normal [[hɛm]Pwdd]Pwd CrispEdge(Pwd)≫NPA

Table 2: A summary of an indexed constraint analysis of English nasal place assimilation
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Embedded in a sufficiently rich theory of variation, this analysis allows for the individual

rankings to interact with other factors, such as speech rate and register—for example, the fact

that “un-” optionally assimilates but “hemmed” never does could be captured by translating this

analysis into a weighted constraint framework and giving CrispEdge a much higher weight than

NPA, but Ident-Place-L would have a weight closer to that of NPA (see Coetzee and Pater 2011,

Linzen et al. 2013).

The most similar alternative to this theory is Cophonology Theory, which is a version of

Stratal OT that posits different rankings associated with different morphemes and grammati-

cal constructions (Inkelas et al. 1997, Inkelas 1998, Inkelas and Zoll 2005, 2007). As Pater (2006)

points out, the theories are notational variants of each other in many ways, but they differ in

their approach to locality and in learnability. Pater proposes that an indexed constraint is vio-

lated when the offending structure is part of the morpheme in question: thus, in “un-kind”, there

are two nasal-stop sequences. Both are evaluated by NPA, but only the nasal in “un-” is evalu-

ated by the indexed faithfulness constraint Ident-Place-L, since only that nasal is affiliated with

the prefix. The ranking Ident-Place-L≫NPA≫Ident-Place would allow for nasal place assim-

ilation to apply differently to the morpheme boundary and to the morpheme-internal sequence,

without referring to boundaries directly. A cophonology account would have to assume a serial

derivation that flips the rankings of NPA and Ident-Place: the roots have NPA≫Ident-Place

and prefixes have Ident-Place≫NPA, as presumably do words (witness “he[m-d]”). But it is not

clear how this account would explain why assimilation is an option for “un-” but not for “hem”.

One argument for Cophonology Theory is that it avoids a proliferation of constraint types, but

this theoretical economy comes at the price of explanatory power.

4.6 Approaches to Derived Environment Effects

Various theories of the morphology-phonology interface offer accounts of morphologically de-

rived environment effects (see Lexical Phonology andMorphology and Its Descendants, Lexically

indexed constraints and sublexical phonotactics, The Sound Pattern of English). The SPE theory
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makes direct use of morpheme boundary symbols to capture such effects. Lexical Phonology

and Morphology explains derived environment effects through stipulations on rule application

such as the Strict Cycle Condition or its descendants; see Kiparsky (1985), Kenstowicz (1994, ch.

5). Lexical Indexation theory capitalizes on the observation that specific morphemes are usu-

ally involved; these morphemes either (a) resist phonotactic generalizations enforced elsewhere

because of special faithfulness constraints or (b) obey special phonotactic restrictions not seen

elsewhere in the language because of special markedness constraints (see especially Pater 2008,

Mahanta 2012).

An alternative take on derived environment effects is to view them as a kind of feature af-

fixation. Wolf (2007) proposes a rich theory of featural changes that accompany affixation that

explains both why these changes do not appear to be phonotactically motivated and why they are

usually affix-specific. Slavic First Velar Palatalization is a well-known example. Like other mod-

ern Slavic languages, Polish has a rule whereby dorsals become coronal fricatives: [strax] ‘fear’

∼[straʂ-t͡ɕ] ‘frighten’, [krɔk] ‘step’ ∼ [krɔt͡ʂ-ɛk] ‘step (dim.)’, [rɔɡ-u] ‘horn (gen sg)’ ∼ [rɔʐ-ɛk]

‘horn (dim)’ (Łubowicz 2002, Gussmann 2007, and others). Łubowicz (2002) points out that this

is not phonotactically motivated in the modern language since underlying /d͡ʑ/ does not undergo

palatalization ([brid͡ʑ-ɛk] ‘bridge (dim.)’, not *[briʐ-ɛk]), even though the mapping from /d͡ʑ/ to [ʐ]

involves fewer feature changes than the mapping from /ɡ/ to [ʐ]. Gussmann (2007) collects exten-

sive evidence that the rules are affix-specific: cf. [pɔ-mɔɡ-ɛ] ‘I will help’ and [pɔ-mɔʐ-ɛ] ‘(s)he will

help’ (cf. [po-mot͡ɕ] ‘to help’ and [mɔɡ-w-ɛm] ‘I could’, both containing the same root /moɡ-/).

In a mutation analysis à la Wolf (2007), the difference between the two [-ɛ] suffixes in [pɔ-mɔɡ-

ɛ]∼[pɔ-mɔʐ-ɛ] would be that the latter comes with floating features as part of its representation:

/[+strident], [-anterior], -ɛ/. These features are required to dock onto a segment that isn’t part of

the affix itself, and vacuous docking onto /d͡ʑ/ would be ruled out by another, independently mo-

tivated constraint. In the case of [pɔ-mɔt͡ɕ], the affix would consist entirely of floating features,

/pɔ-mɔɡ, [+strident, -continuant]/. Additional markedness constraints would rule out the map-

ping of [d͡ʑ] in the same system where /k/ maps to [t͡ɕ] This analysis largely divorces phonotactic
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generalizations about Polish phonology as a whole from the analysis of affix-induced featural

mutation, which seems right in light of Gussmann’s observations.

It can be difficult to work out the precise details of such mappings in a satisfying way, so some

phonologists conclude that the mappings are not phonological at all but are rather instances of

phonologically conditioned suppletion or are handled in a special morphophonological compo-

nent that is separated from the phonology proper (Rubach and Booij 2001, Green 2007, Guss-

mann 2007). The suppletive analysis would list multiple allomorphs in the lexicon, /mɔɡ/∼/mɔʐ/

∼/mɔt͡ɕ/ and associate them in the lexicon using some sort of a relatedness statement. The ap-

propriate allomorphs can be selected morphologically by affixal context or in the phonology,

based on markedness. This approach is sometimes seen as a radical departure and criticized be-

cause it misses phonological generalizations or predicts suppletion of roots to be conditioned by

their outer phonological environment (Bobaljik 2000, Wolf 2013, Gouskova et al. 2015, Embick

2010, and others). In theories such as Distributed Morphology, morpheme-specific mutations are

handled via Readjustment Rules, which are outside the phonological component of the grammar

(Halle and Marantz 1993, Siddiqi 2009, Harley and Tubino Blanco 2012). This is an ongoing area

of debate so it is too early to formulate any conclusions.

5 Experimental studies and computational models of phonotac-

tics and morphology

A perennial problem in linguistics is distinguishing between generalizations that form a part of

speakers’ productive grammatical knowledge and generalizations that go unnoticed by speakers

or are not productive.

Trubetzkoy’s observation that phonotactic generalzations offer a cue to segmenting the speech

stream have been tested experimentally in a variety of ways. The “boundary signals” are tested

directly in the experiments of McQueen (1998), who finds that Dutch listeners are better at detect-

ing real words embedded in a sequence of nonsense syllables when they are flanked by segments
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that cannot be part of the same syllable. Thus, in Dutch, a word can end in [lm] but not in

[lv]; words can begin in [vr] but not in [mr]. Correspondingly, listeners detect [pil] ‘pill’ better

in [pilvrem] than in [pilmrem]. This knowledge of boundary signals is modeled computation-

ally in Adriaans and Kager (2010)’s StaGe. StaGe is a computational model of human learning of

word segmentation that relies on the observation that sequences that are allowedmorpheme- and

word-internally will be relatively more frequent than sequences that arise only at word bound-

aries. One of the open questions is to what extent this principle can be used for segmentation

in different languages (see, e.g., Daland and Pierrehumbert, 2011 on Russian, Daland and Zuraw

2013 on Korean, Kastner and Adriaans 2017 on Arabic).

There is experimental evidence that listeners use not only boundary signal clusters but also

information supplied by rules sensitive to morphosyntactic domains. Finnish speakers use vowel

harmony to locate word boundaries in nonce syllable sequences: since [puhymy] does not follow

the rules of Finnish backness harmony, listeners are inclined to place a boundary between [pu]

and [hy] (Suomi et al. 1997). There is also extensive evidence that segmentation also relies on

stress in a variety of languages (Cutler et al. 1986, 1997).

Experimental evidence also demonstrates that people have detailed knowledge of the phono-

tactics of portions of the lexicon. Japanese is well-known for its stratified lexicon, which is

characterized by morphological and phonological differences between morphemes. Compound-

ing tends to occur only within strata; rules such as post-nasal voicing and voicing dissimilation

are also stratum-specific. There are also detailed generalizations about structures and sound se-

quences that are allowed within each stratum (Ito and Mester 1995, Kawahara et al. 2002):

(V)pV allowed? Voiced geminates? rʲ, hʲ found? [aː] allowedʔ NC̥ allowed?
Yamato No No No No No
Sino-Japanese No No Yes No Yes
Foreign Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Mimetic Yes No No No Yes

Table 3: Phonotactic generalizations about Japanese lexical strata

Moreton and Amano (1999) test speakers’ knowledge of these generalizations in an indirect
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way. They demonstrate that Japanese listeners knowwhich phonotactic features of Yamato, Sino-

Japanese, and loanword vocabulary can co-occur. As shown in the table, [aː] cannot occur in any

strata other than Foreign, and [rʲ, hʲ] cannot occur in any strata other than Sino-Japanese. More-

ton and Amano synthesize a continuum of [a] ∼[aː] and put these vowels in different stratal

phonotactic contexts, e.g., [rʲotaː] (Sino-Japanese C1, foreign V2) [potaː] (neutral), [poɸaː] (for-

eign C2, foreign V2). They show that Japanese listeners are more likely to perceive the same

indeterminate length vowel as shorter when it co-occurs with a consonant that is not allowed in

the foreign stratum: thus, [rʲota(ː)] with a half-long final vowel is more likely to be perceived as

short because of the [rʲ], which cannot co-occur with a long [aː].

A different kind of evidence on the role of phonotactics in morphology is supplied by ex-

perimental studies of phonologically conditioned morphological alternations rules (Bethin 1992,

Marcus et al. 1995, Albright and Hayes 2003, Ernestus and Baayen 2003, Becker and Gouskova

2016, Gouskova et al. 2015). Much of this work establishes that people know the productive,

generalizable aspects of these rules and can apply this knowledge in an experimental setting to

novel words. But the studies also demonstrate that speakers have detailed phonotactic knowl-

edge about the types of words and morphemes that follow different patterns. The Sublexical

Phonotactics model (Becker and Allen submitted, Gouskova and Becker 2013, Gouskova et al.

2015, Becker and Gouskova 2016) directly encodes this observation by positing that people have

phonotactic grammars about subsets of the lexicon that follow a particular pattern (e.g., English

nouns that pluralize with [-aɪ], such as “syllabus”). When asked to generalize the rule, they use

the phonotactic grammars as “gatekeepers”: in order to follow the [-aɪ] rule, the word has to be

phonotactically well-formed within the sublexicon of [-aɪ] pluralizing nouns.

Computational models of morphophonological generalization such as the Minimal General-

ization Learner (Albright andHayes 2003) use rules based on segmental context: e.g., if an English

verb ends in [ŋ], it is more likely to be irregular. But they are also enriched by phonotactic con-

straints on the products of affixation. In modeling English past tense formation, the Minimal

Generalization Learner formulates (among others) a fully general rule that inserts [d] after any
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stem. This is wrong for stems that end in [d] and [t], such as “need”, so a hybrid rule-constraint

model generates several options and filters them out using constraints. This allows the model to

capture the insight that the schwa in “needed” is inserted because of general phonotactic require-

ments of English.

6 Further Reading

• Beckman (1998) has a catalog of examples of phonotactic asymmetries between roots and

affixes, or initial syllables of words vs. other syllables.

• Chomsky and Halle (1968) is the first complete theory of the morphology-phonology in-

terface, with a detailed analysis of various aspects of English as well as discussion of other

languages.

• Smith (2011) contains an overview of various phonological asymmetries between nouns,

verbs, and adjectives.

• McCarthy and Prince (1993b) and Downing (2006) are book-length discussions of Prosodic

Morphology.

• Mohanan (1982) introduces one version of Lexical Phonology and Morphology, with appli-

cations to English and Malayalam.

• Trubetzkoy (1939) is the first to pull together various observations about morphology and

phonotactics interacting with each other.

• Wolf (2007, 2008, 2011) takes on analyses of various cases of the type discussed in this

article, and presents an encyclopedic review of the literature on themorphology-phonology

interface.

• Language Sciences 2014, Vol. 46: Special Issue on Theoretical and Empirical Approaches to

Phonotactics andMorphonotactics highlights Europeanwork onmorphonotactics (Korecky-
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Kröll et al. 2014, Dziubalska-Kołaczyk 2014 and others).

Notes
1I would like to thank Suzy Ahn and two anonymous reviewers for comments on this article, which have resulted

in numerous improvements. The work was supported in part by NSF BCS-1724753.
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